GDNF induces RET-SRC-HER2-dependent growth in trastuzumab-sensitive but SRC-independent growth in resistant breast tumor cells.
We investigated the role of glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) in compensating trastuzumab (TZMB)-induced apoptosis in HER2+ breast cancer (BC) cells using xenograft tumors. We generated BC xenografts in nude mice using samples from three patients selected based on their HER2 status and response to TZMB therapy. TZMB treatment resulted in shrinkage of the HER2+ TZMB-sensitive xenograft tumor but not the HER2- or HER2+ TZMB-resistant ones. GDNF neutralized TZMB activity and induced growth in all tumors. Three distinct cell lines were derived from these tumors and named, respectively, TZMB-sensitive (TSTC), HER2- (HNTC), and TZMB-resistant (TRTC). Over 50% of TRTC but 1% of TSTC cells expressed CD44, whereas 84% of TSTC were CD24+ compared to only 1% of TRTC, despite comparable levels of HER2 detected in both. TZMB induced profound morphological changes toward apoptosis in TSTC but not in TRTC or HNTC. However, GDNF significantly compensated TZMB-mediated TSTC cell loss and promoted growth by 37 and 50%, respectively, in TSTC and TRTC. Inhibition of SRC by Saracatinib (SARC) blocked GDNF function and accelerated TZMB-mediated cell death in TSTC, but GDNF continued promoting TRTC growth. These changes paralleled with expression levels of the key molecules involved in growth and apoptosis. Collectively, we found in our xenograft samples that firstly SRC mediates GDNF pro-survival functions by bridging RET-HER2 crosstalk in TZMB-responsive BC tumors. Secondly, SARC-TZMB interactions can synergistically eradicate such tumor cells; and thirdly, GDNF can support antibody resistance by acting independent from SRC in tumors with poor HER2 response to TZMB therapy.